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From the Dean…

A s the new dean of the Seidman College of Business, I am
pleased to endorse another annual issue of the Seidman
Business Review (“Review”). Seidman is blessed among

business colleges in this country to enjoy the tremendous
support of this vibrant West Michigan business community.
Accordingly, we view seriously our responsibility to support
this community, especially in our distinct areas of business and
management expertise.

For more than a decade now, the Seidman College of Business
has shared its faculty expertise and knowledge bases to support
West Michigan businesses in a number of ways. The College’s
Center for Free Enterprise, including the Entrepreneurship
Center and Family Owned Business Institute, along with the
Seidman Center for Business Ethics and the Michigan Small
Business and Technology Development Center (headquartered at
Seidman), provide critical intellectual and practical support serv-
ices, while providing opportunities for real-world perspectives for
faculty and students. Similarly, the faculty’s contributions to the
Seidman Business Review support the business community
through an annual look at regional economics and business and
management issues, while serving to update the faculty’s and
students’ knowledge bases and understanding of the practical
dimensions of business and management.

This edition begins with a West Michigan Economic
Forecast for 2005, provided by Dr. Hari Singh, Chairperson of
the Economics Department and Editor of the Review, and
Nancy Boese, Director of Region 7 of the Michigan Small
Business and Technology Development Center. In addition to
Dr. Gregg Dimkoff’s recap of West Michigan’s regional stocks,
the Review includes articles addressing the auto parts industry,
gender differences in political engagement among youth,
knowledge acquisition practices of American workers, success
factors in implementation of Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP), the contrasting of United States and India cultural dif-
ferences to improve business interactions, and using mediation
to address sexual harassment claims. 

I think you will find this edition of the Seidman Business
Review informative, and even enlightening; Seidman’s faculty excel
at both teaching and application-based research and implementa-
tion. I recommend that you review our “Panel of Experts” on the
last page of this issue. Perhaps you can utilize Seidman’s faculty
expertise to improve your operations and facilitate your business
and management initiatives.

— H. James Williams
Dean, Seidman College of Business
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• Business confidence, employment, and sales are expected to increase modestly in 2005 

• The Confidence Index, currently at 70% for the Grand Rapids economy, is projected to be 74% for 2005

• Employment growth is projected at 1.7% for 2005

• Overall sales are expected to grow at 3.2% for 2005 

• Only a third of the respondents expect a consistent robust growth rate of 5% by December 2005

Grand Rapids Economic Forecast 2005
Hari Singh, Ph.D., and Nancy Boese, M.B.A.1
Seidman College of Business

Introduction

Our latest survey forecast for the Grand Rapids MSA (Kent,
Ottawa, Muskegon, and Allegan Counties) was con-
ducted in November 2004. A survey was mailed to the

CEOs of more than 660 organizations based on a representative
sample. An additional e-mail survey was sent to 380 small scale
organizations. We tried to ensure that the sample represented
different sectors of the regional economy and the geographical
diversity of the region. Eventually, 161 organizations
responded. The results of the survey need to be interpreted
with caution because of the small sample size. 

Although we discuss the survey results in terms of averages,
the data are also presented in a histogram format to show the
entire distribution of responses. A brief methodological note is
in order. The employment, sales, and export numbers are more
volatile as raw averages (when calcu-
lated without adjusting for outliers —
that is, responses beyond one standard
deviation). Since the average of a small
sample is overtly influenced by extreme
numbers, it is advisable to rely on the
mean values generated without the out-
liers. Consequently, our discussion is
based on the adjusted mean values. The
histograms, however, depict all the
observations. Since individual responses
vary significantly, the outliers in the
data should be interpreted with caution.

Confidence Index
A primary goal of our survey is to his-
torically track the overall business
confidence of the Grand Rapids metro-
politan area by a Confidence Index.
Recall that this confidence index is
scaled from zero percent (no confi-
dence at all) to one hundred percent
(complete confidence). 

The current results need to be interpreted in a larger historical
context. During our surveys of the region for the last nine years,
when the economy has been growing steadily, the confidence
index has continued to depict a high level of confidence,
generally above 80% for the private sector. 

In the previous survey, the Confidence Index was at 65% at the
end of 2003, amid economic evidence that the economy was
growing slowly. In 2004, high energy prices, the uncertainty due
to the war on terrorism, and weak job growth prospects have
continued to depress expectations. The results in 2004 indicate
that business confidence in the private sector was relatively
higher at 69.6% and is projected to grow to 73.5% during 2005. 

In a historic context, these results are similar to what we
obtained last year: somewhat pessimistic about the current
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situation but pragmatically optimistic about the future. We con-
tinue to base our analysis on the forecasts made by the private
sector. The government and nonprofit sector is slightly less opti-
mistic this year (compared to the private sector), presumably due
to severe fiscal constraints. 

We have observed over the last ten years that the index is sensi-
tive to business expectations and the national business cycle.
National real output (GDP) has grown at approximately 4% in
2004. Last year we projected a growth rate of 4% in GDP.
Although fiscal policy is still in an expansionary mode, the
Federal Reserve Bank has begun to increase interest rates at a
“measured” pace. Consumer and business confidence have been
improving, as reflected in the rising trend in the stock market.
Growth in the manufacturing sector has been subdued. In line
with the national business cycle, the West Michigan economy
has been growing at a modest pace.

Employment
Amid well-publicized layoffs by major corporations in the West
Michigan area, the regional labor market has been repairing at a
slow pace. Figure 2 indicates projected employment growth for
2005. Overall, the growth in employment for 2005 (after adjust-
ing for extreme responses or outliers) is projected at 1.7%, with
considerable variation across organizations and sectors. This
employment projection seems quite pragmatic.

Consider this expectation in the context of the business cycle
and ongoing structural changes in the national economy. First,
even three years after the recession officially ended in November
2001, job growth has been at best modest. Although fluctuations
in the monthly payroll data have been quite volatile in 2004, on
average approximately 185,000 jobs have been created every
month. Given that 150,000 jobs are needed to keep abreast with
the increase in new job seekers, net growth in job opportunities

has been scarce. Second, productivity growth has slowed signifi-
cantly, indicating that corporations are not able to continuously
increase the productivity of existing workers. This trend augurs
well for increased opportunities for new hiring. 

At the regional level, the job market is beginning to show an
improving trend. Our survey indicates that 70% of the respon-
dents expect to hire at least some new workers. Approximately
81% of the respondents who are going to hire new workers
expect temporary workers to be less than 20% of the new labor
pool. There is widespread anecdotal evidence that firms are
always trying to substitute capital equipment in place of labor to
reach their output goals. Our survey indicates that a vast major-
ity of the employers are not planning to substitute capital
equipment for labor (71%). Of those that are substituting capital
for labor, 78% indicate that this substitution will be for less than
5% of their labor force. These expectations bode well for the
regional labor market.

Employment opportunities are likely to pick up in
2005. A projected employment growth of 1.5 % to
2% is pragmatically optimistic. Employment
prospects will improve significantly, but a dramatic
turnaround is unlikely. 

Sales
Sales projections made by respondents for last year
was 2.6%. Sales over the holiday season have held up
quite well. An average sales growth of 3.2% expected
for 2005 (Figure 3), after discounting outliers, is
consistent with the moderate rise in the confidence
index and job opportunities in the Grand Rapids
area. In times of robust economic growth, sales have
grown at an annual rate of 5%. The expectations of
our respondents indicate that it may take some time
before this higher-trend growth rate is achieved.
Note that our sales numbers are for the nominal
sales of all goods/services produced in the West
Michigan economy.
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Export growth
The expected growth in exports generally averaged higher than
5% in the late 1990s for respondents who export their output. In
view of the weaker dollar and better prospects for worldwide
growth, the adjusted mean export growth rate of 4.4% projected
for 2005 is realistic. The unadjusted raw average growth is 6.34%
with outliers (Figure 4). Given the fluctuations in exchange rates
and uncertain prospects for worldwide growth, it is not surpris-
ing that expectations for growth in exports are volatile. The
adjusted average growth is probably more reliable. Since the
expected growth of exports is based on a smaller sample, it
should be viewed with caution.

Expectations about when we will reach a robust regional growth
rate of 5% appear to be quite pessimistic. Only one-third of the
respondents (32%) expect a 5% consistent growth rate by the
end of 2005. However, a significant number of respondents
(39%) feel that we are in a period of long term slow growth.
These results indicate that there is a significant underlying
pessimism about good economic times returning soon. 

Our regional economy generally follows the structural pattern of
the national business cycle. In 2005, the stimulus from the tax
cuts is likely to dissipate and high energy prices may continue to

act as a drag on growth. Given the fact that real interest rates are
close to zero (after adjusting for inflation), the Federal Reserve
Bank is expected to continue to raise interest rates in a pre-
emptive manner to reduce the risk of future inflation. Most
economists expect real growth in output to slow in 2005.
As we have seen in 2004, there will be considerable varia-
tion in Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth in the
quarterly estimates. 

Barring any unforeseen negative shocks, an annual growth of 4%
in national GDP for 2005 is a reasonable expectation. This is
slightly more optimistic than The Economist (January 1, 2005
edition) consensus forecast of 3.5%. If this projection is realized,
GDP would have expanded at a 4% annual growth rate for two
consecutive years — certainly a sustainable growth pattern over
an expansion phase of the business cycle. An improving job
market is expected to create at least 2 million jobs next year.
The West Michigan economy will follow this national trend
of continued consolidation of real output growth and modest
improvements in job prospects.

Acknowledgments
We are very grateful to all the organizations that participated in
the survey.
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West Michigan-Grand Rapids Commercial Real Estate Review
and Forecast

The West Michigan economy has weathered stormy economic
times in the past several years. This article will discuss the
impact of the commercial real estate market following this

period of instability. The majority of market sectors indicate
moderate improvement on the horizon, but a few areas con-
tinue to show mixed results. The following summaries of past
performance and changes anticipated in each market sector
are based on data compiled for the West Michigan region.

Industrial Market
The outsourcing of lower volume and lower profit product lines
by major manufacturers will have a two-fold effect on the West

Michigan econ-
omy. To begin
with, the market
will need to
absorb some very
large manufac-
turing facilities
that are no
longer effectively
utilized in today’s
environment.

The second issue facing the market is one that draws upon West
Michigan’s historic strength — the smaller independent entre-
preneurial manufacturer — now poised to pick up business.
This will create stepped-up demand for small-to-medium
sized manufacturing facilities necessary to accommodate their
growth. The challenge for 2005 and beyond is to examine
these two issues within context and formulate a solution
accommodating the need to redevelop these facilities with the
desire to meet the needs of the smaller users. 

In 2004 the demand for small facilities ready for acquisition
outstripped supply. As the demand levels for smaller manufac-
turing facilities grow in 2005, factors allowing for the
successful redevelopment of larger single facilities in single
tenant or multi- facility manufacturing operations will
become attractive to these users. 

Positive absorption of industrial space from the fourth quarter of
2004 will carry forward into 2005. The near stoppage of specu-
lative construction will continue into early 2005 with potential
for some very specific spec construction (based on a product
and geographic need) to occur in the latter part of the year.
Rental rates are not expected to increase; however, we foresee a
reduction in landlord-tenant incentives in 2005.

Large warehouse
distribution facilities
have taken the
biggest hit over the
last few years result-
ing from the
manufacturing slow-
down. Occupancy
for this product type
has improved by
five percentage
points over the previous year. Looking ahead, we expect that it
will require up to 24 to 36 months for this inventory level to be
brought back into a stable supply-and-demand ratio. 

Land prices will start to rise and are expected to do so at a rate
greater than inflation. This is due to a shortage of developed
zoned industrial land. 

The impact of the opening of the new M-6 South Beltline along
the south corridor of the Grand Rapids market will be closely
monitored. The new roadway will have a major impact on the
development of new industrial facilities along the exits of these
corridors. This corridor is expected to breathe new life into cur-
rently congested industrial areas by displacing the automobile
traffic and allowing easier truck access into outlying areas such
as Roger B. Chaffee Blvd. 

Office Market
Vacancy in the Grand Rapids area office market peaked in the
second quarter of 2004 paving the way for a sense of growing
optimism. The fourth quarter showed improvement in both
office occupancy and absorption. Rent incentives are decreasing,

renewals are adjusting
down to market rates,
and rental rates are
expected to hold
without significant
increase. A number of
new and exciting
projects will continue
to gain momentum in
2005. While not all of
the projects are office
space, they should
have a positive effect

in the area. Some of these projects include the proposed mid-
rise on the former Jacobson’s site, the Art Museum, Mercantile
Bank’s new headquarters, and numerous new medical projects
throughout Grand Rapids. 

Commercial Real Estate Outlook for 2005

Matt Williams, CCIM
Vice President, Grubb & Ellis|Paramount
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In 2005 there is much anticipation for further downtown devel-
opment in Grand Rapids and throughout West Michigan.
Downtown office occupancy has the potential to improve faster
than suburban markets due to the massive investment in down-
town for the medical, educational, residential, and institutional
sectors. The conversion of obsolete office space to alternative
uses will reduce office vacancies and improve the overall
lifestyle of the downtown market.

Renaissance Zones continue to attract tenants. Some observers
argue that without these tax-free zones, the City may not have
been as ripe for development as anticipated. Low interest rates
have also spurred the office sector’s growth while allowing for
additional residential condo projects to take over obsolete build-
ings and create an increase in retail/condo development.    

Medical education continues to be the buzz in Grand Rapids.
While Michigan Avenue undergoes a major advancement in
medical office and mixed-use projects with more universities

sparking interest in joining the progression, city planners may
find a change in employment demographics. Manufacturing,
for instance, may no longer be the leading employer as
Bioscience and Health projects become more prominent. 

As 2005 begins, office occupancy is improving. Absorption is
positive for the first time in several years, and asking rates are
down 7 percent. In 2004, the Grand Rapids Central Business
District (CBD) improved its occupancy by over two percent,
and the suburban market, lowered mostly by the Centennial
Park and East Beltline submarkets, decreased by nearly 3 per-
cent. Large-scale tenants may find the decrease in rental rates in
the suburban areas, specifically Centennial Park, as an attractive
alternative to a busy downtown.

With the economy on the rebound in 2005 both nationally and
locally, the office real estate market will improve steadily.
Tenants will not see increased incentives or discounted rates as
they did in preceding years. Landlords will benefit from
increased occupancy and at-market renewal rates. 

Retail Market
Large national
retailers continue
to be attracted to
the Grand Rapids
area because of
its strong demo-
graphic profile —
1.3 million peo-
ple in four
surrounding counties comprising the CSA (Combined Statistical
Area). Local retail giant Meijer continues its turf battle with Wal-
Mart, with Meijer stores opening (or under construction) in
Standale, Gaines Township, and Muskegon. Wal-Mart continues
to expand its presence here with new stores in Ionia, Grand
Haven, Greenville, and Muskegon. Other national retailers such
as Costco Stores (2), Staples (3), Home Depot, and Lowe’s con-
tinue to penetrate West Michigan. 

Retail statistics for 2004 indicate rising market rental rates with
occupancy maintained even while new development occurs.
Rental rates over $28 per square foot have been paid on 28th
Street in Cascade and near Knapp’s Corner, one of the largest
new mixed use office-retail centers in West Michigan since
RiverTown Crossings opened in Grandville in 1999. New
projects in the M-6 corridor are under construction, while

RiverTown, 28th
Street SE, and
East Beltline
corridor devel-
opment steadily
increases at a
slightly slower
pace. Over one
million square
feet of retail

space is planned or under construction in the Grand Rapids
area. This new development will be concentrated in key cor-
ridors and is expected to continue through 2005. Asking
rents will proceed at a current or slightly quicker pace.

The impact of new big box construction will be especially
pronounced at the M-6, Kalamazoo Avenue interchange and
at the 28th Street, Interstate 96 interchange. Both of these
areas offer an ideal combination of mature rooftops as well as
new growth along with highway access. Kalamazoo Avenue
has been a development hotspot through much of last year,
with major projects spawning peripheral development. A
more mature market is situated along 28th Street, with rede-
velopment underway that capitalizes on an advantage of
traffic generated by surrounding retailers and desirable trade
area demographics. Additional projects are in the planning
stage along the East Beltline, but they face zoning challenges.

The redevelopment trend is not exclusive to 28th Street.
Savvy owners of well-located retail centers throughout the
market are capitalizing on attractive construction costs while
face-lifting older projects. New restaurants have strengthened
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retail presence in the CBD, but retail expansion will occur very
slowly (waiting on significant downtown population increases). 

Nevertheless, a close watch will be maintained on the down-
town retail market and its anticipated 2005 growth, with regard
to the impact of a new burgeoning residential mix and how it is
likely to contribute positive results to Grand Rapids in the next
few years. City planners look forward to the CBD’s continued
evolution into an entertainment and residential district. 

Investment Market
As interest rates nudge upward in 2005, investors will be closely
monitoring marketplace reaction. After two years of chasing
West Michigan’s limited supply of investment-grade property,
investors continue a trend of formulating creative solutions,
partnerships, and new development to make their own supply. 

The effects of historically-low interest rates, strong demand, and
post-election market impact will continue to reshape the invest-
ment landscape in 2005. Market fundamentals continue on a
slow moderating trend, but all signs point to continued
improvement. Despite lackluster fundamentals, investors show
an ever-steady appetite for new growth
opportunities. This speaks highly of the
continued faith and anticipated growth
in the West Michigan market. 

Despite mediocre market fundamentals,
cap rates on all property types have
remained at historically low levels
(making for historically high sales
prices); this is especially true in retail
and multi-housing properties. This
trend is likely to continue into 2005,
and, of course, moderating as the inter-
est rate landscape changes. As interest
rates increase, property cap rates are
expected to increase as well; investors
should expect a slow increase on both
these fronts. 

With properties commanding record rates, owners looking to
sell will experience difficulty finding 1031 exchange proper-
ties and will be hesitant to do so unless an adequate
replacement property can be found. This trend further limits
the supply of investment property, contributing to a new wave
of creative deal-making. Market dynamics are fueling a variety
of bold new options for investors looking to create their own
supply. The trend of “condominiumizing” existing properties,
and redeveloping properties utilizing both local and state tax
credits, ranging from historic tax renovation credits to
Brownfield redevelopment options, will continue. 

Urban renewal, growth, and expansion of the downtown
Grand Rapids area will continue to trigger investor interest
and opportunities. Old, historic properties once dismissed as
impractical and costly are now highly coveted for their
significant upside potential. 

Residential development continues, as area housing developers
maintain a trend that has fueled the largest home ownership
percentages in the United States. The multi-housing sector
expects to see increased occupancy, and that is expected to
continue well into 2008 as the next generation enters the
housing market.

It is expected that 2005 will be another strong year for invest-
ment properties in West Michigan. Improving market
fundamentals have moved the confidence level from hopeful
expectations to certainty in the renewed growth of market
fundamentals.
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West Michigan Stock Returns
Gregg Dimkoff, Ph.D.
Department of Finance, Seidman College of Business

West Michigan Stocks Take a Breather

W est Michigan stocks have outperformed the national
market indexes in 9 of the past 11 years, often by a
considerable margin. That wasn’t the case, however,

in 2004. Although West Michigan stock returns outperformed
the Dow Jones Industrial Average, they trailed the two other
major national market indexes as shown in Table 1. 

Table 2 shows the performance of individual West Michigan
stocks for 2004.

Several stocks — all of them in the auto industry — generated
large losses. Stocks of Gentex, Clarion, Tower, and Riviera
declined as investors began to fret about a slowdown in the
auto industry. In contrast to their 2004 performance, stock
prices of all four companies rose at least 40% the previous
year. Because the auto industry is one of the most cyclical
industries in the U.S., there are only two ways an investor can
make money in these stocks: get lucky timing the cycle, or be
patient. Patience usually works better than timing.

Wolverine World Wide, the Rockford-based footwear company,
generated the largest return last year. Its price has tripled over
the last five years. Investors are impressed with the company’s
earnings which have been fueled by strong sales in several of
its brands. 

Area banks continued to increase stockholder wealth in what
now amounts to a three-year trend. The fact that the stocks of
all four area banks rose in 2004 is especially notable consider-
ing that income from mortgage refinancings fell drastically in

2004, and investors don’t like to own bank stocks in a rising
interest rate environment. Bank stock returns in 2005 will be
influenced by two opposing economic forces. On the one
hand, investor apprehension about continued increases in
interest rates will put a damper on future returns. A stronger
lending environment resulting from a better West Michigan
economy will have the opposite effect on bank stock prices,
working to push up prices. It will be interesting to see which
of these forces proves to be stronger.

Investors in X-Rite and Universal Forest Products also enjoyed
stellar returns last year. X-Rite stock has more than doubled in
the past two years. Earnings are expected to grow at 20% per
year, and the stock is listed by Forbes as one of its seven
“cheap technology stocks.” Universal Forest Products’ stock
has risen 88% over the past two years, reflecting the com-
pany’s double digit growth rate in sales of lumber products.

All in all, investors in local stocks should take a long-term
view. Fortunes are made slowly over time, not over night.
Only one of the 17 stocks listed above failed to rise less than
12% in 2003, and the average increase that year was 37%.
After a year like that, it’s no wonder gains were modest in
2004. View it as a breather, an adjustment to a fantastic per-
formance a year earlier. Also note that the market-weighted
dividend yield (the annual return provided by dividends the
17 companies pay) was 1.5%. As a result, an investor owning
all 17 stocks would have netted a return of 6.3% in 2004. My
best advice for 2005 is to stay optimistic, stay diversified, and
stay for the long haul.

2004 2003 2002

West Michigan Index 4.8% 37.1% -  5.7%

Dow Jones Industrial Average  3.1 25.3 -16.8

S&P 500 Index 9.0 26.4 -23.4

NASDAQ Composite Index 8.6 50.0 -31.5

Table 1  Stock Market Returns

The West Michigan Index consists of 17 publicly-traded companies headquartered in West Michigan. Each company’s
return is weighted by the number of shares of common stock outstanding, the same procedure used in the S&P 500 Index
and the NASDAQ Composite Index. The DJIA’s Index, however, uses a simple unweighted average return. 
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LOCAL COMPANY RETURNS
01/01/04 through 12/31/04

2004  PRICES   PRICE CHANGE

Opening Closing (%)

Wolverine World Wide 20.38 31.42 + 54

X-Rite Inc. 11.32 16.01 + 41

Universal Forest Products 32.40 43.40 + 34

Spartan Stores Inc. 5.00 6.64 33 

Macatawa Bank 27.04 1 32.29 + 19

Herman Miller, Inc. 24.25 27.63 + 14

Mercantile Bank 34.77 2 39.50 + 14

Perrigo 15.72 17.27 + 10

Knape & Vogt 11.94 13.05 +   9

Meritage Hospitality 4.70    5.07 +   8

Community Shores Bank 11.92 12.65 +   6

Independent Bank 28.36 29.83 +   5

Steelcase 14.36 13.84 -    4

Gentex Corporation 44.16 37.02 - 16

Clarion Technologies 0.66 0.29 -  56

Tower Automotive 6.83 2.39 -  65

Riviera Tool Company 4.27 1.40 -  67

1Price adjusted for a 5% stock dividend May 28.
2Price adjusted for a 5% stock dividend May 3.

Table 2
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W est Michigan auto parts manufacturing has entered what
appears to be a period of long suffering: plant closures,
layoffs, and once profitable businesses moving south in

search of lower operating costs. New grim announcements occur
with apparent regularity on the evening news. There are, however,
a number of companies in the region that continue to be successful,
that are growing and capturing new business at a profit.

In this article, I will attempt to provide insight as to how the auto
industry arrived at its current state. Then, drawing on the expe-
rience of those who have managed to survive thus far, I will
make some suggestions as to strategies local parts manufacturers
may want to employ to best insure survival, if not unconditional
success. I will cover

• the loss of demand volume from parts suppliers’ traditional 
customer base,

• the influx of the New American Manufacturers (aka 
“Transplants”), primarily into the southern states, 

• the intensity of the price, cost, and profit pressures being felt
by auto suppliers resulting from industry consolidation and 
intensified competition, 

• the resulting rapid improvement in productivity, and
• the diminished “cluster advantage” of the West 

Michigan region.

Market share losses mean lower component demand 
Failure by the traditional domestic automakers as far back as the
late 1950s to understand and satisfy U.S. auto buyer needs opened
a wide door to competing carmakers from both Europe and Asia.
The traditional Big Three first came under pressure from
Volkswagen imports during the late 1950s. The dual oil shocks of
the 1970s enabled Japanese makers, including Toyota, Honda,
Nissan (Datsun), Mitsubishi, and a number of smaller players to
gain a foothold as the Big Three found themselves totally unpre-
pared for the gasoline shortages. The story is well known and will
not be repeated here.

What may not be as generally well known is how a series of mar-
keting miscues triggered another steep decline in Big Three market
share in 1998, a decline still underway as of late 2004. General
Motors, Ford, and the then Chrysler corporation were successful in
holding a U.S. market share that cycled around 70 percent during
the early- to mid-1990s through 1997.

Beginning in 1998, the Big Three’s light vehicle share began to
plummet from 70 percent to its current level of 56.6 percent, year-
to-date through November 2004. To put this in perspective, a
thirteen percentage point decline in U.S. market share is equivalent
to eliminating the need for over nine vehicle assembly plants oper-
ating at a typical 225,000 units per year rate.

Shrinking demand for the traditional customer group has been dev-
astating to suppliers who have, for the most part, limited their sales
to that market. A supplier selling a single component used on every
Big Three vehicle sold in the U.S., for example, shipped 10.7 mil-
lion units in 1997. As of 2004, the same supplier has seen an 11.2
percent reduction in sales to not quite 9.5 million units. Obviously,
standing still with respect to maintaining the same customer base
with the same content level per vehicle is not a growth strategy. Yet
many auto parts suppliers, particularly small- to medium-sized
firms, found it difficult to diversify away from Big Three customers
during the ’90s for a variety of reasons.

There are several reasons for the market share decline, but the
onslaught of attractive new product brought to market by Asian
and European makers has had the greatest effect. In spite of huge
sales incentives that began immediately following the 9-11 attack,
the traditional Big Three have been unable to stop the losses in
market share. Their incentive spending has been averaging near
$4,000 per vehicle sold, while Japanese brand incentives average
less than a third that and the Europeans about half.

The battle to stem the decline in sales by the Big Three further
exacerbated margin stress on suppliers as the automakers pushed
hard for “cost give-backs.” The importance of price varies from one
automaker to another. Commodity vs. differentiated pricing is
clearly evident in how a General Motors goes to market compared
to BMW or Honda.

The Southern Shift
Assembly capacity in the U.S. has been shifting southward since
Nissan opened its Smyrna, Tennessee plant in 1983 and Toyota
built its Georgetown, Kentucky plant in 1988. Auto plants have
long been spread throughout the U.S. with facilities as far apart as
Massachusetts, Louisiana, Texas, southern California, and Minnesota.
Foreign car companies entering the U.S., however, have seemed to be
especially attracted to regions outside the Great Lakes states.

Volkswagen, the first “transplant,” chose Westmoreland County,
Pennsylvania for its U.S. assembly location, based largely on an
unprecedented economic incentive package offered by state and
local government authorities. A pattern was established where local
boosters bid intensely for each subsequent auto plant.

Foreign manufacturers have, for the most part, avoided states with
high manufacturing wage rates and a strong union presence in
favor of states with an available labor pool of trainable workers to
whom a $15-$19 per hour wage rate and good benefits would have
previously been an unachievable dream. The New American
Manufacturers have also benefited by hiring a younger workforce
that significantly reduces their healthcare liability.

Keeping the West Michigan Auto Industry Strong
Jim Gillette, Adjunct Instructor and Director, 
Financial Services Group, CSM Worldwide, Inc.
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In 2001, 39.5% of U.S. light vehicle production capacity was
located in the Great Lakes states (including MI, OH, IN, IL, WI,
and the Windsor area in Ontario, Canada). Another 18.6 percent
was located in the southern region of the U.S. including Texas. By
2009, however, the Great Lakes states will house only 33.7 percent
of U.S. capacity, while the southern states will have 27.8 percent.

This creates a dilemma for auto parts suppliers located in the Great
Lakes area as they lose competitive advantage on two counts: one,
the lower direct labor costs of the South and, two, the lack of just-
in-time (JIT) capability (not to mention increased shipping costs)
when selling to southern customers. 

To be sure, not all auto components require JIT. Scale economies
would make the manufacture of some parts difficult to produce in
small plants adjacent to or near vehicle assembly plants at which
they are required. Engines and transmissions, for example, require
a large fixed cost investment and are usually shipped to several
plants and installed on more than one vehicle model.

Gentex, the Zeeland, Michigan automatic-dimming mirror manu-
facturer, has thus far been able to supply its worldwide customers
from its home-based three plants. The company does maintain an
extensive sales and engineering network in all of the major automo-
tive producing regions but has been able to ship its high
value-added product from a globally central location.

Cost downs
It is not unusual for a supplier’s Big Three customer to demand a
25 percent price reduction over a three-year period backed by a
threat to “move the business overseas.” The loss of pricing power
by suppliers directly results from a similar loss by their customers.
Unable to lower their own fixed costs in line with pricing require-
ments, the Big Three have applied draconian pressure to their
suppliers.

To illustrate the extent of the problem, a typical price for a pair of
sun visors for a “commodity” level vehicle sold to domestic
automakers was about $22 a pair in the early 1990s. By the mid-
90s, the market price had fallen to about $15 a pair, and today it is
well below $10. Attempting to maintain production at West
Michigan, direct labor costs is a losing proposition, as Johnson
Controls found out, finally being forced to close its Holland area
plant in 2004. 

For an average auto parts supplier, direct wages comprise only 15
percent of total costs. On average, then, in order to reduce total
costs by 1 percent, a supplier would have to reduce wages by
6.67%, given no change in productivity. Reductions to that extent
are difficult, if not impossible to attain, all else held equal.
Relocation to lower-wage-cost countries like Mexico and China
become an easy choice.

Industry consolidation both at the automaker level and what is
referred to as the “Tier Ones” (large system suppliers) has con-
tributed to the pricing pressure. Today, only nine automakers
produce over 77 percent of the light vehicles made in the world
(nearly 60 million annually). The market environment is one with a

limited number of buyers that hold inordinate control over their
suppliers. An economist calls a market with few buyers an oligop-
sony. Each customer is likely to represent a large portion of a
supplier’s sales, and there are few alternatives should a supplier
choose to go elsewhere.

While direct labor cost is an issue, flexibility is more of an issue. In
order to offset relatively high wage rates with productivity improve-
ments, parts suppliers must be unconstrained from rigid contracts
governing the flexible use of labor. West Michigan auto parts man-
ufacturing has historically enjoyed a competitive advantage over its
Detroit-Flint area counterparts, thanks to a lower incidence of
union militancy. 

One of the main reasons (there were others) that Grand Rapids lost
the Bosch plant along with 1,200 jobs was the inflexible stance of
the United Auto Workers union. There are several examples where
union representation has not impeded increased flexibility and pro-
ductivity improvements. American Axle & Manufacturing in Three
Rivers is a good example. 

Productivity improvements are driving job losses
U.S. employment at automakers and their suppliers has declined
from a high of 1.34 million in June 2000 to 1.11 million in
October 2004. Anecdotal evidence would suggest that the majority
of the more than 200,000 jobs lost was caused by productivity
improvements verses shipping jobs outside the United States.
Successful and profitable suppliers continue to restructure their
operations to do more with less, cutting labor costs while increas-
ing unit output. The recently announced reductions at Johnson
Controls in Holland are a good example.

Total workforce reductions also are occurring as the result of the
shift in vehicle manufacturing from the traditional Big Three to the
New American Manufacturers, as the latter are more likely to buy
components from the U.S. operations of their home country sup-
pliers. The “transplant suppliers” are likely to operate with a much
leaner workforce at a higher level of productivity.

As the transplant suppliers have entered North America with high
quality product and a lower cost base, the Big Three also have
increasingly bought more of their components from them. A recent
highly publicized example is the awarding of the “rolling chassis”
contract for the new Toledo Jeep plant to Hyundai Mobis verses the
Chrysler Division’s prior supplier, Dana. Although specific employ-
ment data are not available, it is expected that the Hyundai
operation, while it will employ U.S. workers, will support fewer
than Dana would have if it had landed the contract.

Up against the “Detroit Cluster”
Innovation in manufacturing technology has largely dimin-
ished what Michael Porter calls a “cluster competitive
advantage” for West Michigan. Increased capital investment in
physical plant and equipment, standardization of processes,
and increased worker productivity have reduced the demand
for “craftsman-type labor” in component manufacturing. Sub-
segment businesses of the auto parts industry where unique
labor skills are required are either single company businesses in



West Michigan, leather tanning, for example, (negating any cluster
advantage), or are in an industry segment under severe excess
capacity and profit pressure, as with tool and die making.

A strong cluster has developed in the area within a 50-mile radius
of Detroit, the center of design, engineering, and purchasing for
many of North America’s automakers. In this telecommunications
age, it may seem strange that geographic proximity still matters.
After all, it is only a little over a two-hour drive to most Detroit-area
locations if a face-to-face meeting is required. Industry participants
do, however, see a significant advantage to centering a critical mass
of human resource talent within the Detroit area. The need to “co-
locate” within quick physical access to customers has become even
more important than selection of a nearby manufacturing site. West
Michigan, unfortunately, is also losing ground in this regard.

Strategy recommendations
Anyone working in the auto industry will freely tell you how tough
it is to succeed in the automotive supply business. Given the hyper-
competition of global business, however, you could say that about
nearly every industry. In order to survive and succeed, there are
well defined strategies that West Michigan suppliers must employ.

First, while it may seem radical and “cold-hearted,” the focus
should be on employing highly skilled and educated knowledge
workers. It is a myth that America’s economic strength is centered
in manufacturing. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, man-
ufacturing employment has declined steadily as a percent of
non-farm employment, dropping from 31 percent in 1949 to only
about 11 percent today. Microsoft, with its market cap of nearly
$300 billion, ranks consistently among the top three most valuable
companies in the world. General Motors, with a market cap of only
about $21 billion, has consistently ranked as one of the largest
destroyers of economic wealth, as it invested tens of billions of dol-
lars over the last three decades and earned returns less than its cost
of capital.

Loss of manufacturing jobs is a social issue that the auto indus-
try cannot directly address. In order to remain in business, auto
parts suppliers must at least earn their cost of capital. New
investment must be carefully scrutinized to be certain that it
will be creating value.

Second, and this is obvious, provide every incentive for innovation
in the area of product offerings. Gentex may be the most striking
example of success in this regard, but should the reader take the
opportunity to tour other local companies, they will most certainly
be pleasantly surprised at the new product ideas working their way
to market. Most suppliers have been understandably obsessed with
process innovation aimed at lowering costs. Experience has shown
that innovation to offer differentiated products stands a better
chance to build competitive advantage in an industry with such
intense rivalry among participants. And, while it is certainly self-
serving to say so, West Michigan has outstanding educational
institutions that can contribute to the fostering of innovation.

Third, parts suppliers need to redouble efforts to add customers
that are less price sensitive. Yes, they are all price sensitive, but
some are more likely to allow a profit margin to suppliers of
parts with characteristics that can be differentiated at the consumer
level. It is no secret that Tower Automotive’s financial difficulties
are to some degree the result of its dependence upon Ford as its
largest customer.

Fourth, while it may be considered noble to keep manufacturing
jobs in West Michigan, regional suppliers in many cases must con-
sider locating incremental operations elsewhere in order to meet
customer requirement or to take advantage of substantially lower
factor costs. As emphasized in the first point, value creation is most
likely to come from the functional areas of program or project man-
agement, design and engineering, which can be retained in the
region. The manufacturing age has passed. We need to work to
keep the right kind of jobs in West Michigan.

By following an agenda of disciplined strategies, West Michigan
auto parts suppliers stand an excellent chance of profiting in the
coming years. It’s a tough business, but show me one that isn’t.
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i Please note that “light vehicles” referenced throughout this article, which include passenger cars and light trucks as opposed to
medium- and heavy-trucks. The category light trucks includes pickups, sport utility vehicles (SUVs), and various sizes of vans.
ii American Motors (AMC) was a viable, yet much smaller player until it was sold to Chrysler in 1987.
iii The author generally refers to firms with less than $75 million in annual sales as small. Medium-sized parts firms range 
upwards to about $750 million in annual sales.
iv The plant closed in the 1980s due to a decline in VW sales in North America.
v The Great Lakes region is not alone in suffering from a geographic shift of production. Western Europe has lost a considerable
portion of its automotive manufacturing to Eastern & Central Europe since 1990. 
vi Bauer, Julia, “For Johnson Control [sic] workers, it’s ‘Black Monday’,” The Grand Rapids Press, November 3, 2004.
vii Although the companies’ competitive position is enhanced by holding a large portion of North American capacity in a very
capital intensive industry sub-segment.
viii Porter, Michael E., The Competitive Advantage of Nations, The Free Press, 1990.
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Gender Differences in Political Engagement Among the Youth
Sonia Dalmia, Ph.D., Silda Nikaj 
Seidman College of Business

Introduction

T he issue of gender differences in voting behavior and pol-
icy attitudes has been a recurrent theme in social science
literature and political commentary in the United States.

In presidential and many congressional elections, for instance,
women have been observed to disproportionately support
Democratic candidates, compared to men. The size of this
gender gap has often been bigger than the margin of victory
for Democratic candidates in congressional as well as in the
1992 and 1996 presidential races. As a result, appeals designed
to attract female voters have become widespread (Manza and
Brooks, 1998).

Other gender gaps in U.S. politics have also been noted, for
example, in turnout rates, partisan identification, domestic and
foreign policy issues, and evaluations of elected officials. An
extensive body of research suggests that the gender gap in vote
choice can be traced to the significant changes in the economic
status of women in American society since WWII, which has
had important repercussions for electoral politics. The central
debate has focused on the role of structural factors, such as
labor force participation and the economic “autonomy” of
women, or cultural forces like support for feminist values and
the women’s movement and attitudes toward the welfare state
(Carroll 1988; Cook 1993).

While discussions of a gender gap in electoral politics have
become widespread, political activity in 18-to 24-year-olds
remains an understudied area. When young voters are men-
tioned at all, they are often portrayed as disengaged individuals
lacking interest in politics and a sense of political efficacy.
However, young voters as a potential voting group need to be
recognized for their size, especially in light of the closeness of
the 2000 presidential election. Overall, the 18-to 24-year-old
category of voters will grow by five million by 2008 and is the
next largest voting bloc after the elderly and baby-boomers.
Although youth voting turnout increased somewhat in the 2000
presidential election from the 1996 election, low youth turnout
(see Fig. 1) continues to be a public policy concern. Despite this
concern, the majority of young Americans receive few direct
appeals to their self-interest from candidates, participate little in
any stage of the political process, and continue to be ignored by
policy-makers. 

To determine if the charge of youth abstention from the political
and electoral process has any bias, this article sets out the findings

of a cross-sectional investigation into political knowledge, par-
ticipation, and attitudes of 18-to 24-year-old students at Grand
Valley State University to arrive at a better understanding of the
social, economic, and demographic structure of their political
activity. In doing so, it also examines how far Grand Valley
Students differ in their levels of civic engagement and political
preferences by gender.

Data and Discussion
The data for this study are derived from an on-line voting
behavior survey of Grand Valley State University students. The
survey was collectively developed by students enrolled in a
Gender and Economics course in Fall 2004 as part of a class
research project. It was made available to all the registered stu-
dents at Grand Valley for a period of two weeks on Blackboard.2

Two random drawings of $50 gift certificates3 to the University
Book Store were announced to students taking the survey. A
total of 5,600 students responded to the survey. After eliminat-
ing missing observations and retaining students in the age group
18–24 years, we were left with a sample size of 4,033.
Descriptive statistics of the relevant variables for this age group
are given in Table 1. 

1 Ms. Nikaj is a senior at Grand Valley majoring in economics.
2 We thank Michael Leahy, Informational Technology, for making this possible.
3 We thank Dr. Hari Singh, Chair Economics Department, for this financial support.

Table 1
Descriptive Statistics

• 66.65% of the respondents were female.
• 90.58% of the students who responded to the survey 

were white, followed by 3.25% African American, and 
6.17% others.

• 97.12% of the respondents were single.
• 66.55% of the students reported that they had a family 

member who was serving or had served in the military.
• 36.45% of the students had a family member who was 

part of a labor union.
• 54% of the students were raised in traditional households, 

followed by 34% raised in nontraditional, and 12% raised in 
single-parent households. 

• While 29.5% of the respondents were unemployed, 63.7% 
worked part-time and 6.8% were employed full-time.

• 16.54% of the students were raised in households that 
earned less than $35,000 per year, followed by 28.66% 
raised in households with income between $35,000 and 
$65,000 per year. The remaining 54.8% came from house
holds with an annual income greater that $65,000.

• 29.4% of the students identified themselves as Protestant, 
26.9% as Catholic, 27.1% did not specify a religious 
affiliation, and 16.6% identified themselves as other.

• 64.37% of the students considered religion to be an 
important to very important part of their lives.
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Table 2 

Voting Behavior by Gender and Demographic Group

Political Participation: 40.24% of the students identified themselves as Republican, 29.26% identified themselves as
Democrat, 13.19% as independent, and the remaining 17.31% as undecided. More women, however, were Democrat
compared to men. The majority of the students reported their parents to be Republican or to vote Republican on different
issues. While 91.72% of the respondents were registered to vote, 88.32% said they were planning to vote. More men than
women were registered to vote and planning to vote. Men also reported caring more than women about the results of
the election. They were more informed on issues and followed most of the political debates. 

Important Issues: Overall the most important issue to college students was education, followed by the state of the econ-
omy and foreign affairs and defense. Men and women differed in their ranking of issues of importance in the Presidential
election. While foreign affairs and defense, education, and the state of the economy were the top three issues of impor-
tance to men, for women they were education, health care and social welfare, followed by the state of the economy.
Both men and women ranked stem cell research, same-sex marriage, the budget deficit, and the appointment of
Supreme Court Justices as the least important issues in the upcoming elections. 

Information Sources: Overall, students rely 52.81% on the televised media to stay informed, followed by 16.56% on family
and friends, 16.22% on the internet, 9.2% on newspapers, and 5.21% on radio. While women get more of their information
from friends and family (20.5%) compared to men (9.5 %.), men (24.46%) rely more than women (12.09%) on the internet to
stay informed.

Influence on Voting Choice: Overall college students seem to agree that it is family followed by political debates and
their faith and moral values that most influence their voting decisions. Women are influenced more by their family and
political debates and less by their faith compared to men. 

Homeland Security: 53.48% of the students believe that the U.S. has become more secure after September 11, 2001;
29.01% think that there has been no change in the state of the nation’s security; and 17.51% of the respondents see the
U.S. as less secure. While, men find the U.S. more secure after 9/11/01, women find it less secure.

Position of the U.S. in the World: Only 23.13% of the students think that the position of the U.S. has grown stronger in the
world over the last year; 40.86% believe that the U.S. has become weaker; and 36.01% think that the U.S. position in the
world has not changed. Women feel that the position of the U.S. in the world has grown weaker. 

War in Iraq: While 49.57% of the respondents approved of the war in Iraq, 50.43% disapproved. 56.73% of the men
approved of the war in Iraq, and 54.02% of the women disapproved of the war. While men were more likely to approve of
the war in Iraq if they had a family member serving in the military in the past or present, women were more likely to dis-
approve of the war under similar conditions.

Changed Their Minds: 13.19% of the respondents reported changing their minds about which candidate they will be vot-
ing for in the presidential elections. More women (14.36%) changed their voting choice compared to men (10.86%). Both
men and women stated that their faith followed by moral values and beliefs was responsible for this change in mind.

Candidate for Whom You Would Vote: College students reported that if the Presidential elections were to be held during
the time the survey was conducted, 51.35% would vote for President Bush, 44.63% would vote for Senator Kerry, and
4.02% would vote for Ralph Nader. Although both men (53.75%) and women (50.15%) reported voting more in favor of
President Bush, more women (46.24%) reported they would vote for Senator Kerry compared to men (41.41%). Moreover,
students were more likely to vote for Kerry if a member of their extended household belonged to a labor union, if they
were a minority, if they were Catholic, if their parental household income was less that $35,000 a year, and if they were
raised in a nontraditional or a single-parent household. 
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Table 2 presents data on the political knowledge, behavior,
attitudes, and participation of college students in the electoral
process. Results suggest that students at Grand Valley are politi-
cally active. On average they are more politically engaged than
what has been observed historically for this age group through-
out the country (see Fig. 1). Most students report that they care
about the outcome of the elections. Over two-thirds suggest
they have either followed all or some of the political debates
between the presidential candidates. An overwhelming majority
deems it important to vote in the presidential elections and is
registered and planning to vote in large numbers.

The youth at Grand Valley, though, differ by gender on the most
important issues in the upcoming presidential elections; they
are well informed and are most affected by their faith, political
platform of the candidates, and moral values in their vote
choice. Most traditional college students identify themselves as
Republican and although they believe that both the Democrats
and Republicans would do a good job in Congress, for the
White House they seem to prefer the Republican candidate by a
small margin. The closeness of the 2004 election and the
expanding size of the youth voting bank suggest that direct
appeals designed to engage young voters in the 2008 presidential
elections will be important. 

Finally, though the results indicate gender differences in partisan
identification, voting, and policy attitudes, the size of the gender
gap among Grand Valley students is much smaller than what has
been reported in the social science literature. This result can partly
be explained by the 18-to 24-year-olds identifying themselves as
politically more conservative than older students at the university.
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Introduction

Knowledge management (KM) has become the latest
strategy in increasing organizational competitiveness. It
is the most innovative, creative, and important manage-

ment concept to come along in the last 25 years. It doesn’t
imply downsizing, restructuring, or reorganizing; rather, KM
reflects a point made by Lew Platt, former CEO of Hewlett-
Packard (HP): “If HP knew what HP knows, we would be
three times as profitable.” Researchers are calling it the only
solution for competitive advantage in the new century. 

Knowledge can be characterized in many ways. Popular tax-
onomies distinguish between tacit and explicit knowledge,
general and situated context-specific knowledge, and individual
and collective knowledge. Knowledge sources may lie within or
outside the firm. Internal knowledge may reside within peoples’
heads; embedded in behaviors, procedures, software, and equip-
ment; recorded in various documents; or stored in databases and
online repositories. Common sources of external knowledge
include publications, universities, government agencies, consult-
ants, and knowledge brokers, among others.

There are two prominent themes dominating the field of KM:
knowledge creation and knowledge use. We conducted a study to
look at knowledge creation using survey responses from 156 local
area managers. Our specific focus was on knowledge acquisition
practices concerning information about the external environment
— customers, suppliers, industry trends, etc. Our findings should
be of interest to West Michigan companies as they strive for com-
petitive advantage in an ever dynamic marketplace.

Our Findings
We separated our sample into manufacturing and service compa-
nies to isolate and identify practices specific to each sector. We first
looked at the importance placed on various sources of information
about the external environment. For manufacturing companies,
superiors were ranked as the most important source of informa-
tion, followed by personal subscriptions to various periodicals
(specifically, industry trade journals) and then peers. In the service
industry, managers ranked “peers” first, followed by “internal doc-
uments,” and next, “superiors” as information sources. 

Some tasks are more complex than others. Complex tasks may
require information that may be hard to obtain, although critical
to solving the task at hand. We next looked at whether accessi-
bility or task complexity influences the source of information
used. A main contribution of this study is the finding that it is
the accessibility of an information source and not the perceived
complexity of the task at hand that influences the choice of
source used. A possible reason for this finding is that accessibil-
ity is paramount. If a particular information is inaccessible or
difficult to access, then regardless of the complexity of the task
at hand, it is unlikely to be used. This underscores the relative

importance of task complexity and brings into sharp focus the
accessibility of an information source. This has important impli-
cations for users of, as well as providers of, information. 

Personal sources appear to be more popular than impersonal
sources. This is brought out in our results, where, for manufac-
turing industry managers “superiors” ranked first, and “peers”
ranked first for service industry managers. Again, it is likely that
because of the ease of access of these personal sources, they are
preferred over impersonal sources, such as publications and data
bases. Managers tend to want to talk to their superiors or peers
to collect information simply because it is easier to do that than
to seek published information. This is indeed surprising given
that, in this day and age, electronic databases are produced with
user ease of use in mind. Apparently, there is a mental block
that makes users less inclined to use these sources and more
inclined to seek personal information sources. 

“Staff” employees in organizations perform a “boundary-
spanning” role. They perform a gate keeping function by
acquiring information from outside the organization and dis-
seminating this information to others in the organization. This
is in contrast to “line” employees who are typically more insu-
lated from the external environment. A priori it would appear
that staff employees, more than line employees, would tend to
use outside sources of information. This is only partially sup-
ported by the results of this study. Of all the information sources
examined in the study, only “databases” appear to be used more
by staff than by line. This is consistent with what we know
because databases typically emanate from outside an organiza-
tion. However, there were no significant differences between
line and staff employees on other external information sources
such as library and publications. It is likely that organizations
no longer want to insulate line employees from the outside
world. By forcing line employees to interact with the external
environment, organizations may become more competitive by
exhibiting a higher degree of market orientation.

Our Conclusions
While our study adds to the growing body of literature on
knowledge management, subsequent research should contribute
to a more complete understanding of the entire process of
knowledge acquisition and use. For example, it is possible that
there are certain factors that moderate the knowledge acquisition
process, such as organizational resources, industry type, and
competitive intensity. The impact of these factors has to be
empirically established. Similarly, certain factors may mediate
the knowledge acquisition process. These factors may be size of
the organization, age, and technological intensity of the industry.
Practical implications of these mediating factors would help
organizations develop a plan for knowledge management.

Knowledge Acquisition Practices of American Managers
Jaideep Motwani, Ph.D., and Ram Subramanian, Ph.D.
Seidman College of Business
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1. Introduction

T here is a growing interest among companies of all sizes to
implement enterprise resource planning (ERP) systems to
overcome the limitations of fragmented and incompatible

legacy systems. According to a recent study, the ERP market is
expected to reach $1 trillion by 2010. ERP systems can provide
substantial benefits to organizations through the improvement
of information flows across departmental boundaries and inte-
gration of business activities. However, ERP implementation
projects also require considerable organizational resources. An
average ERP implementation costs around $10.6 million and
can take almost two years to complete. 

Given the substantial investments of time, money and other
resources, as well as the risks involved, it is important to
understand what is needed to ensure a successful ERP imple-
mentation. In this study, we looked at the following research
question: How can we categorize the critical success factors for
ERP implementations into a theoretical framework to provide
insights into appropriate success outcomes? We provided
empirical evidence from two West Michigan companies that
have recently implemented ERP systems. 

2. Critical Success Factors in ERP Implementations and ERP Success
Success outcome in ERP implementations is a multidimen-
sional, dynamic and relative concept. Hence, no one measure of
enterprise system success is sufficient for all the concerns that
the organization might have about the enterprise system expe-
rience. As such, we examined ERP success outcome at three
levels: project success, correspondence success, and interaction
success. One major condition for the success of ERP systems is
how well they serve the delivery of critical success factors.
Figure 1 represents the critical success factors and ERP success
outcomes identified in the literature and supported by case
study evidence.

3. Methodology
Given the purpose of the study, case study methodology was
found appropriate. Data were collected primarily through inter-
views, observations, and archival sources. Survey data was also
collected from the case study companies to examine the per-
ceptions of the end-users of the ERP system. 

4. Case Study Companies
Company A is primarily a supplier of wiring harnesses for the
automotive industry. As company A rapidly grew, it developed a
centralized supply chain. Since the original system was written
and supported by the parent company, it was difficult for the
case company to tailor the existing system to support its own
unique business needs. Another weakness with the system was
that the general ledger system was not year 2000 compliant.
These were the two primary factors that led the senior manage-
ment to implement an ERP system. 

Company B is a large automobile supplier that produces
ready-to-install modules, components, and body parts for all
global car manufacturers. Prior to the implementation of ERP,
the sales, marketing, and operations functions of the company
ran on about 30 different legacy systems. The mix of aging
legacy systems that led to high cost support and lack of data
visibility were the driving forces behind the implementation
of the ERP system. 

5. Research Findings
Project Success: Project success is achieved when the ERP
project meets its time, budget, and scope goals. This measure of
success is the one that has dominated the practitioner and aca-
demic literature on project management and information system
implementations. In our study, both companies completed the
ERP system implementation on time, on budget, and within
scope. Therefore, both projects were successful. 

Pre-Implementation 
(Setting-Up)

• Clear understanding of strategic 
goals for ERP

• Commitment by top management
• Cultural & structural 

changes/readiness

Implementation 

• Excellent project management
• ERP package selection that best fits with 

current business procedures
• Open information & communication policy
• Exhaustive analysis of current business 

processes
• Importance of data accuracy
• IT leveragability & knowledge capability
• A great implementation team
• Focus on performance measures
• Appropriate celebration when project 

completed.

Post-Implementation 

• Post implementation audit
• Documentation and advertising 

ERP success
• Project success
• Correspondence Success
• Interaction Success

• Benchmarking

Figure 1: ERP Implementation Framework
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Correspondence Success: Correspondence success is achieved
when the ERP system meets its pre-determined specific objec-
tives (business benefits). These benefits might include personnel
reductions, a decrease in the cost of technology, better inventory
control, an improvement in order and cash management,
increased cost savings, etc. 

Both companies have benefited extensively by implementing
ERP. For example, previously in Company A, the accounts
payable process required a staff of five people. It now only
requires a staff three in spite of the fact that the company has
grown and has more accounts payable activity. There were simi-
lar efficiencies gained in other accounting areas. The components
plant of Company A also achieved greater efficiencies. Using the
old system, this facility was perpetually in a state where 20% of
the customer orders were past due. They required an average of
$1.9 million in raw material inventory to maintain daily opera-
tions. Today they have less than 1% of orders past due and have
reduced inventory levels to $1.3 million. Finally, the company
has enjoyed a cost savings of roughly 10%. The projected cost
savings is 20–25%.

Interaction Success: Interaction success is achieved when the
end-users’ attitudes toward the ERP system are positive.
Employee expectations and satisfaction play an important role in
determining the final acceptance and utilization of a new informa-
tion system. In addition, employee satisfaction is a critical
determinant of the satisfaction of the ultimate customer. Perceived
usefulness and perceived ease of use of a particular system are
important determinants of end-user satisfaction with that system. 
To examine the perceptions of end-users (non-management pro-
fessional users) of the ERP system, a questionnaire was developed.
Two departments (accounting and human resources) within each
case study company were selected to participate in the survey. 

Respondents in both companies were generally positive about
the usefulness of the ERP system (See Table 1a). However,
Company A respondents rated the usefulness of the system
higher (range – 3.63 to 4.25) than Company B respondents rated
the system(range 3.15 to 3.90). This may be attributed to the fact
that the management of Company A had realistic expectations
for improvement and, therefore, used the incremental approach
to implementation. Also, the employees in Company A had more
time to understand how the new system functioned and were
more motivated. 

Continued on page 23.

Table 1: End-user Perceptions about ERP Systems

Table 1a: Usefulness of the ERP System* Company A Mean Company B Mean
Using the ERP system in my job enables me to accomplish tasks more quickly. 4.04 3.90
Using the ERP system improves my job performance. 4.13 3.74
Using the ERP system in my job increases my productivity. 3.97 3.67
Using the ERP system enhances my effectiveness on the job. 4.25 3.51
Using the ERP system makes it easier to do my job. 3.63 3.25
I find the ERP system useful in my job. 4.04 3.15

Table 1b: Ease of Use of the ERP System*
Learning to use the ERP system is easy for me 3.47 3.75
I find it easy to get the ERP system to do what I want it to do. 3.36 3.60
My interaction with the ERP system is clear and understandable 3.55 3.25
I find the ERP system to be flexible to interact with 3.23 3.31
It is easy for me to become skillful at using the ERP system 3.15 3.51
I find the ERP system easy to use 3.25 3.67

Table 1c: User Satisfaction with ERP System**
With regard to the ERP system used at work, please answer the following questions related to your satisfaction with the system:
Does the system provide the precise information you need? 3.97 4.15
Does the information content meet your needs? 3.51 3.97
Does the system provide reports that seem to be exactly what you need? 3.15 3.25
Does the system provide sufficient information? 3.92 3.74
Is the system accurate? 4.32 4.29
Are you satisfied with the accuracy of the system? 4.26 3.97
Do you think the output is presented in a useful format? 3.63 3.90
Is the information clear? 3.55 3.75
Do you get the information you need in time? 4.04 3.81
Does the system provide up-to-date information? 4.32 4.58

* The response format for each item consisted of a 5-place scale ranging from “Strongly Disagree” (1) to “Strongly Agree” (5). 
**The response format for each item consisted of a 5-place scale ranging from “Almost Never” (1) to “Almost Always” (5). 
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India’s vast market of more than a billion people and a burgeon-
ing middle class plays a siren song to American businesses.
Many companies, including several from the West Michigan

area such as Alticor and Steelcase, have been attracted by the vast
potential of India and have invested in operations there. As is
common to companies going to a new land, several people man-
agement issues have surfaced, pointing out the challenges of
running a successful operation in India. How can West Michigan
companies surmount the people problems in India? Help is avail-
able — help in the form of a major international research project
that looks at cultural differences around the world. 

Seidman faculty member, Professor Vipin Gupta, is part of a
team of scholars who spearheads the GLOBE project. GLOBE is
an acronym for Global Leadership and Organizational
Effectiveness and is a long-term project to study several people-
related issues across the globe. One aspect of the GLOBE
project is to look at cultural differences that affect work-related
behavior and cause problems due to a lack of understanding.
The cultural problems that West Michigan companies may face
in India can be looked at through the lens of the various cul-
tural dimensions studied by GLOBE. 

We present a short vignette that summarizes a typical problem
that may arise when managers from the American culture inter-
act with an Indian employee. Then, with the help of GLOBE’s
cultural dimensions, we uncover several layers of problems, all
of which can be solved by understanding and working through
fundamental misconceptions.

Sally Peters (age 28), Global Sales Manager, and her brother
Nick Peters (age 48), Global Operations Manager of the family-
owned Peters Company, met with Nitin Desai (age 33, male),
the production supervisor of the Indian unit of the company.
Customer complaints had increased in recent times about a
particular product manufactured by Nitin’s unit. Hence, Sally
and Nick had convened a meeting with Nitin. During the meet-
ing, Nitin made no eye contact at all with Sally and physically
turned his head in the direction of Nick. He mumbled replies
to Sally’s various questions while he answered in fluent English
to Nick’s queries. At the end of the meeting, where several sug-
gestions for improvements in product quality were agreed
upon, Sally was puzzled and frustrated. Could Nitin be trusted
to implement the suggestions? She was not too sure. 

Of the several dimensions of culture identified by the GLOBE
study, five are important to understand the situation faced by
Sally and Nick Peters. They are: power distance, family collec-
tivism, gender egalitarianism, assertiveness, and performance
orientation. The table below presents the differences in these
dimensions between the U.S. and Indian cultures.

Let’s try to understand and solve Sally and Nick’s predicament
using these dimensions. On the face of it, this situation appears
to suggest that the problem lay in the masculine culture of
India. However, on a deeper analysis, one finds several cultural
factors that need to be considered by the managers which
would allow them to function effectively in India. In fact, for all
you know, Nitin Desai may be a person who greatly respects
women, and who may be very comfortable working with
women; however, there may be other issues in the situation
that complicate the situation for Nitin, causing him to behave
in a typically stereotypical fashion. These other factors may be
the following:

Power Distance: India is higher on power distance practices,
than is the U.S. In high power distance cultures, people tend to
respect authority and tend to associate authority with males
and with age. They are more comfortable being part of an ini-
tiative, rather than taking the initiative. 

An understanding of the concept of power distance leads to the
following analysis. Sally is a woman and is younger than Nitin;
therefore, there is dissonance in the mind of Nitin when deal-
ing with Sally. Nick is a man and is older than Nitin; therefore,
it is natural for Nitin to accept Nick in a position of authority.
The dialogue is one way: the managers are asking questions,
and the supervisor is responding. This may occur in a high
power distance culture. There is an agreement on several sug-
gestions for improvements in product quality. In a high power
distance culture, the agreement does not imply an endorsement
of belief that those suggestions are the best; it just reflects the
willingness of the person to go along with the recommended
suggestions. If those suggestions don’t work, the person may
pass the buck. 

Given the above analysis, what can Sally and Nick do? Here are
a few alternatives. Seek a written analysis of Nitin’s views on
the source of product quality problems, before the meeting.

Crossing the Cultural Divide: How West Michigan Companies can Confront
Cultural Issues in India1
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Global Cultural Snapshot
(Scale of 1 to 100)

Cultural Practices U.S. India

Power Distance 58 85

Family Collectivism 34 86

Gender Egalitarianism 53 26

Assertiveness 78 24

Performance Orientation 74 60



This will mitigate the salience of power distance implicit in the
face-to-face contact. Seek a written analysis of Nitin’s views on
the various suggestions made, and his ideas on complementary
or alternative suggestions, and then encourage him to take the
ownership of the specific course(s) of action to be followed.
Don’t force an agreement in the meeting, since Nitin would
agree to whatever the managers are saying, given the high
power distance salience in the face-to-face meeting context.

Family Collectivism: India is higher on family collectivism
practices than is the U.S. In high family collective cultures peo-
ple tend to attribute greater decision-making authority to the
father figures and expect women to play a more nurturing role.
They perceive community as part of the family and deem com-
munity service as their spiritual obligation.

Sally is expected to play a nurturing role, but she is also asking
questions, as is her brother Nick. Nitin is evidently confused
about the role of Sally and how he should relate to her. Nitin
expects one person to be a father figure. Since both Sally and
Nick have the same hierarchical position, he attributes that
father figure role to Nick — who happens to be male and is
older. Nitin sees the organization as a community of which he
is a part. However, he sees a greater affinity with Nick, who is
responsible for operations, than with Sally, who is responsible
for marketing. If Sally does not communicate her complete
trust in Nitin, then he may be even less committed to consider-
ing Sally as part of his family, and may seek to demonstrate that
the recommendations of Sally are infeasible or inappropriate. 

The alternative is to rotate the roles between Sally and Nick.
Initially, Sally may ask questions, while Nick seeks to invite
questions and be responsive. Later, Nick may ask questions,
while Sally seeks to be responsive. This will help establish two-
way communication and a relationship of trust. Then, Nitin
may be more comfortable responding to and interacting with
Sally and Nick simultaneously. If Nitin still fumbles while
responding to Sally, try to put him at ease and ask him to take
his time. Try building a rapport with him by asking questions
with which he is more comfortable, before asking questions
that are more complex. Sally should recognize that her area is
marketing, while Nitin is an expert in the production area.
Nitin may be fearful that Sally will be unable to understand
the production-oriented communication. Sally may need to
demonstrate her grasp of production issues, such as building
upon or drawing from what Nitin is saying before asking
him direct questions. 

Gender Egalitarianism: India is lower on gender egalitarian
practices than is the U.S. In low gender egalitarian cultures,
people consider women as a rescuer of last resort. 

Nitin is unclear why Sally is at the meeting. He is a production
person, and if the problem is production related, only the oper-
ations in-charge needs to talk to him. Sally, being a woman,

should be a rescuer of last resort, and here she is interfering
where she doesn’t even need to be. Nitin is uncomfortable with
recognizing and responding to a woman in the position of
authority. Nitin is alarmed by Sally’s direct questioning
approach, since women in a low gender egalitarian culture are
expected to be patient and demanding only when they are
deeply concerned about some issues. Nitin is wondering
whether the company trusts him to work in the best possible
way, given the constraints faced, or is trying to make a scape-
goat of him by putting him in an embarrassing position in front
of a woman who has no business communicating with him. 

As a proactive international strategy, train Nitin to deal with
people from other functions and build his communication
skills by creating more regular channels for communication
outside his own functional area. Conduct the meeting in a
more informal atmosphere, so that Nitin is not alarmed and so
that his trust in the company is not put at risk.

Assertiveness: India is lower on assertiveness practices than is
the U.S. In less assertive cultures, people tend to lack inter-per-
sonal negotiation and communication competence — especially
in relation to issues perceived to be outside their expertise. 

Nitin, being a production person, lacks inter-personal commu-
nication competence to interact with Sally — a marketing
person. Nitin interprets the questions of Nick, because of his
age and experience, as non-assertive, but may interpret the
questions of Sally, because of her age and limited experience, as
assertive. Nitin may be knowledgeable about the true sources of
quality problems, e.g., lack of advanced testing bed or quality
testing equipment, but may be reluctant to assert demand for
that. Since only Nick may have the authority to sanction the
relevant bottleneck resource, Nitin may be focused on trying to
non-assertively communicate the true source of the problem to
Nick. The meeting may have a time constraint, and so he may
fumble whenever Sally intervenes. Women in general tend to
show non-assertive behaviors, and men in general tend to show
assertive behaviors. In the parent company, people have come
to understand Sally as a no-nonsense manager. But Nitin has
little knowledge of Sally’s background. 

The alternative is to provide a note on Sally’s background to
Nitin before the meeting, and clarify the reason for her pres-
ence. Cut the ice through some socializing before getting into
the meeting, so that communication can transcend the bound-
aries of function and get to the personal level.

Performance Orientation: India is lower on performance orien-
tation than is the US. In less performance-oriented cultures,
people tend to respond less to concrete improvement goals that
require them to be an expert in the concerned area; people are
more responsive when given an opportunity to use their talents
as resources for adding unique value. 
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Nitin may not recognize quality to be a problem. In his view,
the Indian operations may be delivering the best-in-class
quality. Is he aware of the standards of quality demanded by
the customers? Does he get the complaints from the cus-
tomers? Nitin may not see himself as an expert and, therefore,
may not take ownership of the recommended suggestions for
quality improvement. He is just a resource who would try to
implement the suggestions, in the best possible way. Nitin may
not be as much concerned about fixing the quality problems or
implementing the suggestions. He may be interested in being
given larger opportunities and may not perceive this to be a big
enough opportunity. He may in fact be getting ready to jump
the boat before it is too late.

Nitin may be wondering why the American company that
always claims to emphasize employee participation is now
doing nothing but putting him in the court for questioning as
if he is at fault. He may be getting ready to tell his co-workers
that this company can’t be trusted to follow through on its
core values. 

Share full information from customers about the quality prob-
lems with Nitin (or with the general manager of Indian

operations) and let him (them) fix the problems, rather than
sending your managers there. This may be more cost-effective,
more time-efficient, and less confrontational. If you must
send your managers over for a quick correction of the
problem, then try to seek an invitation from Indian operations
for the visit of your managers. Let Indian employees appreci-
ate that they need support from a marketing person and from
an operations person, and then they will be receptive to the
suggestions irrespective of the gender, age, functional expert-
ise, and other factors.

The salient issue that both Sally and Nick (and also Nitin)
must consider is that cultures differ and that no one culture is
better than the others. Rather than argue as to which one is
better, it is important to understand that cultural differences
exist and that these differences may lead to inter-personal
conflicts. Cultural understanding and cultural sensitivity go a
long way in providing amicable solutions to everyday prob-
lems. West Michigan companies embarking on the Indian
adventure may be well served by being proactive in under-
standing these differences.

Six months after implementation, users in both companies mod-
erately agreed on the ease of use of the ERP system (See Table
1b). Surprisingly, the mean scores of respondents in Company B
(range – 3.25 to 3.75) were a little higher than those of Company
A (range 3.15 to 3.55), in spite of less training and time for imple-
mentation. The reason for higher scores can be attributed to the
fact that Company B developed and designed easy-to-understand
manuals for its employees and also that these manuals were pub-
lished in different languages for convenience. Lastly, as far as user
satisfaction is concerned, the end users were generally positive
about the ERP system (See Table 1c). Most users (in both compa-
nies) were generally in agreement that the ERP system increased
their productivity and effectiveness. The users in both companies
were also satisfied with the accuracy and the ability of the ERP
system to provide up-to-date information. 

6. Conclusion
In this study, we identified the critical success factors for ERP
implementations from the relevant literature, categorized them
into a theoretical framework and linked them to ERP success

outcomes. We provided empirical evidence from two local com-
panies that have successfully implemented ERP systems. We
believe that the findings of our study provide the researchers and
practitioners important insights to understand what is needed to
ensure a successful ERP implementation. To the best of our
knowledge, this is the first study that categorizes critical success
factors into a sound theoretical framework and then relates them
to ERP success at three different levels. The findings clearly pro-
vide concrete suggestions regarding what factors on which to
focus, so that the company can better plan and organize its
implementation strategy to ensure success. By focusing on these
issues that are vital for a successful implementation, top manage-
ment and project leaders can utilize organizational resources in
the best way and minimize potential problems associated with
the implementation. 

Critical Factors in the Implementation and Success of Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
Continued from page 20.
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Sexual Harassment in the Workplace

S exual harassment continues to be a serious problem in the
work place in terms of the number of claims being filed,
the new types of claims filed, and the cost to the

employer. The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission
(EEOC) reported that in fiscal year 2003, it received 13,566 sex-
ual harassment claims.2 Employers tend to think that these
claims are only filed by women but there are an increasing num-
ber of men who are also filing claims. For example, in fiscal year
2003, 14.7% of the sexual harassment claims filed with the
EEOC were filed by men. In addition, employees are now
allowed to bring claims against persons of the same sex.3

These claims can be very costly. The Federal Government
reported in 1994 that it had paid $267 million for sexual
harassment adjudication for the previous two years, and in
1997 that amount had increased to $327 million for the previ-
ous two years.4 The EEOC reported that in fiscal year 2003 it
obtained $50 million in settlement dollars for persons who
filed complaints with the EEOC, and this figure does not
include monetary awards obtained through litigation.5

The courts have recognized two different types of sexual
harassment. The first is quid pro quo harassment which liter-
ally means “this for that.”6 An example of this type
harassment is a supervisor who requires that a subordinate
exchange sexual favors in order to obtain a promotion. The
other type of harassment is hostile environment harassment.
The U.S. Supreme Court in describing this type of harassment
stated that “as long as the environment would reasonably be
perceived, and is perceived, as hostile or abusive … it is sexual
harassment.”7 An example of hostile environment harassment is
where an employee is subjected to repeated sexual comments or
innuendo in the work place. This type of harassment may be
committed by a supervisor or co-employee. 

Federal and state laws that prohibit sexual harassment provide
that it is the employer, not the supervisor or co-worker, who is
potentially liable for the harassment.8 Consequently, it is the
employer who benefits the most from stopping the harassment
before a claim is filed by an employee with the EEOC against
the employer. Typically the way an employer seeks to do this is
by implementing a sexual harassment policy that describes pro-
hibited activity, provides a way to report the offensive behavior,
and states that violators will be disciplined up to and including
discharge. These policies have been somewhat effective, but
studies indicate that employees are reluctant to use the reporting
procedure.9 This reluctance is sometimes due to the fact that the
employee does not want the offender disciplined but just wants
the offending behavior to stop.10 The complaining employee
may also want to keep the matter private. To address these

concerns, some employers have found it beneficial to add a pro-
cedure to their sexual harassment policy called mediation.

What is Mediation?
Mediation is a process where a trained neutral assists the parties
in resolving a dispute.11 It is important to note that the media-
tion process we are referring to in this article is mediation
between the complaining employee and the alleged harasser, not
mediation between the complaining employee and the employer.
We recognize that mediation would not be acceptable in all
instances, and we shall address this concern later in the article.
Many times, however, claims arise out of circumstances such as
a broken relationship, a lewd comment, or a simple misunder-
standing. In these types of instances, it might be appropriate to
have a third party neutral (mediator) meet with the parties
either separately or together and attempt to resolve the matter. 

The steps in the mediation process are fairly uniform. While
there may be small procedural differences, most mediation
processes include the following components: the mediators are
considered neutral; the mediation is voluntary on the part of the
participants; and the process is considered confidential. The
mediator’s role is to assist the participants in expressing their
concerns, help the parties listen to one another, and facilitate
brainstorming to come up with solutions that are acceptable to
all involved. 

Specific steps include contacting the parties and setting up a
meeting in a neutral setting, explaining the procedure to the
parties and getting their commitment to begin, allowing each
party to describe his or her concerns, clarifying the issues
involved, revisiting the issues to get all of the concerns out on
the table, brainstorming for solutions, clarifying solutions that
are acceptable to all parties, and reaching a final agreement. 

When is Mediation Appropriate?
If an employer decides to use mediation for sexual harassment
disputes, it should have specific parameters regarding what will
and will not be mediated. While most employers are willing to
refer sexual harassment cases to mediation services if the partici-
pants are willing, the mediators are typically careful to
determine whether there are extenuating circumstances that
would suggest that mediation is inappropriate. In cases where
there was actual physical harm, sexual assault, or a power differ-
ential too great to allow for fairness (i.e., extreme difference in
rank or status), employers are much less likely to view media-
tion as an appropriate venue for resolution of the problem. In
addition, if the employer has already determined that a harasser
must be discharged, mediation may not be deemed appropriate.
Mediation may, however, assist the employer in addressing many

Using Mediation to Address Sexual Harassment Claims in the Work Place

Maris Stella Swift, J.D., Diana Pace, Ph.D., and Mary Bedikian, Ph.D.1
Department of Management, Seidman School of Business
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of the problems that attend sexual harassment complaints. For
instance, employers have found that mediation is a good way to
educate the perpetrator about unacceptable behavior in the work
place. It also allows victims an avenue in which to vent feelings
that have arisen as a result of disparaging treatment. Sexual
harassment claims are often difficult to resolve because the
employer is faced with a “he said/she said” situation and no
other form of proof. With mediation, the emphasis is not on
who has a better case. Consequently, parties may focus on
resolving their differences and developing a set of work rules
with the mediator that allow them to continue to work together
and move beyond the dispute.

Where Do Employers Find Mediators?
Professional mediators may be obtained through agencies such
as the American Arbitration Association and the Alternative
Dispute Resolution section of the Michigan Bar Association.
Often there is a dispute resolution center in larger communities.
They provide mediation services, typically free of charge, and
can also provide mediation training. If there is a large number of
employees in a company, employers may want to consider hav-
ing in-house mediation available since it is both convenient and
cost effective. Human Resources personnel can be trained in
mediation and be made available as mediators. Sensitivity to race
and gender issues should be considered in selecting personnel to
become mediators.

Conclusion
Mediation can be a valuable tool for employers to include in
their sexual harassment policies. It may be used by employees
who would normally not use the typical complaint process.
Although mediation is not appropriate for all sexual harassment
complaints, it can be a beneficial process for both the accuser
and the accused if utilized properly.

1 Maris Stella (Star) Swift is an assistant professor in the Management Department. Diana Pace is the Associate Dean of Students
and Mary Bedikian is a Professor and the Director of ADR Program at Michigan State University College of Law.
2 EEOC web site: http://www.eeoc.gov/stats/harass.html (last visited November 9, 2004).
3 Oncale v Sundowner Offshore Services, Inc., 523 U.S. 75 (1998).
4 Mauricio Velasquez, “Sexual Harassment today: An Update – Looking Back and Looking Forward” at 
http://www.diversitydtg.com/articles/sex-harass-today.html (last visited November 9, 2004).
5 EEOC web site: http://www.eeoc.gov/stats/harass.html  (last visited November 9, 2004). 
6 Burlington Industries v Ellerth, 118 S. Ct. 2257 (1998). 
7 Harris v Forklift Systems, Inc. 510 U.S. 17 (1993). 
8 Jager v Nationwide Truck Brokers, Inc, 252 Mich. App 464 (2002); Wathen v General Electric Co, 115 F 3d 400 (CA6, 1997).
9 United States Merit System Protection Board, Sexual Harassment in the Federal Workplace: Trends, Progress, Continuing
Challenges (1994); Sharyn A. Lenhard & Diane K Shrier, Potential Costs and Benefits of Sexual Harassment Litigation, 26
Psychiatric Annals 132 (1996).
10 Louise F. Fitzgerald, Why Didn’t She Just Report Him? The Psychological and Legal Implications of Women’s Responses to Sexual
Harassment, 51 J. Soc. Issues 117 (1995).
11 Mediation should not be confused with arbitration. Arbitration is also conducted by a neutral, but the arbitrator hears the
facts in a trial-like setting and renders a written decision. Mediation focuses on the parties finding a resolution to their dispute.
Although a written agreement may result from mediation it is an agreement designed by the parties not the mediator.
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Asli Y Akbulut, Ph.D.
• Information Systems

Suzeanne Benet, Ph.D.
• Advertising to the Elderly
• Not for Profit Advertising
• Social Marketing

Laurence Blose, Ph.D.
• Market Efficiency
• Option & Futures Pricing
• Valuation

Barry Castro, Ph.D.
• Business Ethics - “Broadly Defined”

Michael Cotter, D.B.A.
• Japanese Marketing Strategy
• Market Forecasting
• Negotiation

Sonia Dalmia, Ph.D.
• Applied Econometrics
• Economics of Gender
• Matching Models

Gregg Dimkoff, Ph.D.
• Corporate Finance
• Investing
• Personal Finance

Daniel Giedeman, Ph.D.
• Bank Regulation
• Economic Forecasting

Joe Godwin, Ph.D.
• Financial Reporting
• SEC Practice
• International Accounting

Stephen Goldberg, Ph.D.
• Financial Reporting
• International Accounting.

David Good, Ph.D.
• Sales/Sales Management
• Strategic Use of Technology
• Marketing Strategy

Vijay Gondhalekar, Ph.D.
• Asset Pricing
• Behavioral Finance
• Mergers and Acquisitions

Frank Griggs, Ph.D.
• Econometric Modeling
• Forecasting

Vipin Gupta, Ph.D.
• Cross-Cultural Research
• Entrepreneurial Leadership
• Strategic Management

Paul Isely, Ph.D.
• Industrial Organization
• Macroeconomic Forecasts

Samir IsHak, Ph.D.
• Executive Training
• International Business - Egypt/China
• Managing Change

Para Koslage, Ph.D.
• ERP and Organizational Modeling
• E-Commerce
• Project Management

Ashok Kumar, Ph.D.
• Manufacturing and Service Strategy
• Quality Management & Six Sigma
• Supply Chain Management

Paul Lane, Ph.D.
• Market Research
• Market Strategy
• Mentoring

Nancy Levenburg, Ph.D.
• Small Business Management
• Family Business
• Electronic Commerce

Stanton Lindquist, Ph.D.
• Auditing
• Financial Fraud

Simha Magal, Ph.D.
• Electronic Commerce
• Information Systems

Stephen T. Margulis, Ph.D.
• Privacy

Susan Martin, Ph.D.
• Government/Nonprofit Accounting
• Individual and State Taxation 

Marie McKendall, Ph.D.
• Diversity Management
• Human Resource Functions
• Teambuilding

William Mothersell, Ph.D.
• Lean Production and People Systems
• Organizational Development & 

Change Management Teams

Jaideep Motwani, Ph.D.
• Project Management
• Service Strategy Competitiveness
• TQM and Customer Service

John Reifel, Ph.D.
• Economic Loss Estimates for 
• Litigation
• Housing Market Discrimination

Douglas Robideaux, D.B.A.
• Consumer Research
• E-Commerce Development
• Promotional Strategy

Bennett Rudolph, Ph.D.
• Distributor Relations
• International Marketing
• Marketing Strategy

Carol Sánchez, D.B.A.
• International Management
• Not-for-Profit Organization
• Strategic Planning & Management

Tom Schwarz, Ph.D.
• Entrepreneurship
• Family Business
• Finance

Gerald Simons, Ph.D.
• Emerging Markets
• International Trade & Finance

Hari Singh, Ph.D.
• Decision-Making
• International Investments
• National & Regional Forecasts

Parvez Sopariwala, Ph.D.
• Accounting for Capacity Costs
• Activity-based Costing

Ram Subramanian, Ph.D.
• Competitive Strategy
• International Business
• Strategic Alliances

Sridhar Sundaram, Ph.D.
• Banking Industry – Regulation & 

Management
• Financial Markets & Interest Rates

Star Swift, J.D.
• Grievance and Arbitration
• Labor & Employment Law

John Taylor, Ph.D.
• Transportation Policy
• Supply Chain Logistics Management
• International Marketing & Logistics

Rick Veazey, Ph.D.
• Human Resource Accounting
• Zero-Based Budgeting
• Personal Financial Statements

Thomas Willey, D.B.A.
• Asset Valuation
• Personal Investing

Jim Wolter, Ph.D.
• Business Planning
• Alternative Energy & Distributed 

Generation Technologies
• New Product-Market Development

Tom Wolterink, MBA
• Business Acquisitions
• General Business Consulting
• Real Estate Development
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